
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE ARGUMENTATIVE ESSAY

But stop and think for a second, why are we required to start each school day by reciting the Pledge of Allegiance. [tags:
Argumentative Argument Persuasive].

Even though some people say the Pledge of Allegiance should be removed from a daily school schedule,
students who are American citizens should recite the Pledge of Allegiance at the beginning of every school
day I think everyone should have their on opinion but, it should not be omitted for schools totally. The hard
thing to accept about the words "under God" is that we are not one nation under God. The original intention of
the pledge was not to stir up trouble, but for a celebration of Christopher Columbus discovery of the new
world. In "I, Too", Hughes proposes that African Americans will soon see the light that is a racist free life The
Millennium Development Goals looks specifically at reducing inequity in human development in the world by
 Our forefathers were religious men; however they wanted to protect conflicting religious views. It is easy to
connect to the world through music, you know. Several documents and common American morals have
Christian roots; some of which include the establishment of God given rights and basic human decency. Thus
the Pledge stirs up many disputes. The Pledge of Allegiance is a solemn oath of allegiance or fidelity to the U.
Everyday of our pre-college educational lives, we stand and recite this pledge as a routine instead of an actual
pledge. Therefore, to establish this argument, this essay will first consider the speech overview, as well as the
limitations. In , Congress added the words, under God to the pledge; this was done for the differentiation of
the United States from the Soviet Union during the Cold War Even though it is something that I have been
doing since I was younger, I did not feel comfortable doing it. It was a way to express patriotism and some of
the values on which our nation was built. Peter Wilby concludes that it would be better if the rich paid their
taxes and improved the conditions for their employees. For most of kids the Pledge is just a tradition, an
everyday routine and a boring duty. Compare us to North Korea, just in there were 17 public executions. The
years that I spent in school reciting the pledge did little to instill patriotism in me. As much as it may seem like
people are free to choose whichever religion they would like, there are always going to symbols of other
various religions in their life, making them feel as if their choice is not the right one. This oath of loyalty binds
us as Americans and should unite us. Cases involving the constitutionality of the pledge of allegiance being
said in classrooms. Building community is very important in a classroom because children come there to feel
secure in a strong learning place. I noticed more people coming to the corner with kids and I started to get
nervous In fact, the words "under God" were not added to the Pledge of Allegiance until after a campaign by
the Knights of Columbus. Most children in the United States learn the Pledge in Kindergarten. This anthem to
America starts each school day by students pledging and appreciating the freedoms and liberties America
provides to citizens of the United States. The author was not only a minister, but also a Baptist. We come from
a variety of religious backgrounds. Kids are taught to respect the Flag and the statehood. I am Cadet Rank and
full name said and I will be your emcee for this evening. This issue has been a source of controversy for years.
Hughes lures readers in with his firsthand outlook on the endeavors of those sharing his heritage and
background. This salute, called the Bellamy Salute, was named after Francis J. The pledge was put in place for
citizens of the United States to show their patriotism towards this country, but as five year olds we were just
doing what the teachers had told us to do About 40 percent of American women become pregnant before the
age of  Issues such as prayer in school, reciting the pledge of allegiance under God , teaching the Ten
Commandments or evolution, are prohibited in public schools today. Furthermore, it explains how Obama
entered politics and won his first political race in  That was before the recent September 11, attacks. The
Supreme Court of the US has confirmed this multiple times. This nation cannot be defined in a simplistic
manner like many other nations.


